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Be in total control
At Cost Engineering we are constantly innovating our products and services. The new Cost Management Module in
Cleopatra Enterprise is the next step into the future. With the combination of Estimating, Project Analysis and Cost
Management Cleopatra Enterprise offers a total cost management software solution which is unique in the market.
Now you have the opportunity to be absolutely in control.

Seamless connection with estimating
With Cleopatra Enterprise you have a unique combination of estimating and project control in one tool. You can instantly take your
estimate as basis for your project controls document. This will minimize data handling and makes your work processes more efficient
and free of errors.
This also works the other way around. The combination of estimating and project controls in one tool provides you with a unique
feedback loop, where your actuals give you the data for increased estimating performance.
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Time phasing
Successful cost controlling is not only about
controlling your budget, but also making sure you
are on schedule. Through Cleopatra’s time phasing
functionality you can monitor your progress through
time and compare it with the baseline schedule.
Naturally, the schedule is directly imported from
your scheduling tool.
By time phasing your budget and specifying your
payment schedule, you have insights in your cash
flow at all times. As a result, the project can be
directed towards a cash flow neutral outcome.
That way you can minimize your financial risks and
deliver a profitable project.

Easily control your budget and prevent
delays and overruns
With the Cost Management solution in Cleopatra Enterprise
you are able to easily control your budget. You no longer have
to dig deep in the project’s dynamics and control accounts to
identify the trends that are likely to cause expected overruns.
With the Enterprise dashboard you can efficiently generate
reports for early warnings and the latest metrics and KPI’s
within your project.

Earned Value Management
The Cost Management solution not only allows you to keep
track of your costs, but also gives you instant insights in the
hours, quantities, durations and even revenues. We provide an
advanced suite of tools to perform Earned Value Management
so you can easily keep track of the project performance. With
the built-in progress measurement feature you can monitor
productivity to use for more accurate forecasting. Based on
this information you can prevent delays and cost overruns.
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Integration with ERP and Planning tools
In project controls time is of the essence. When your monthly report is approaching you do not want to waste valuable time gathering
data to compile your report. With our smart importing capabilities, transferring data from your ERP system has never been this easy.
Company specific business rules can be applied to accommodate intelligent exchange of vital financial information.
As a result you now have more time to focus on the early warning signals appearing on your dashboard. With the Cost Management
solution you are always in control to make the best decisions as quickly as possible.

Variance Analysis
Monitoring deviations is one thing, explaining the origin is just as important. For this purpose Cleopatra introduces the variance
analysis functionality. Through a visual representation of the variances you no longer have to spend hours searching for explanations.
By zooming in you can focus on the variances that really matter.
The flexibility for which Cleopatra Enterprise is known, is also present in the Cost Management solution. You can directly start
controlling your project out-of-the-box, or tailor the setup to your organisation’s needs.

Highlights
• Control cost, hours, quantity, duration and revenue
• Tight integration with estimating, ERP and planning tools
• Time phasing and cash flow analysis
• Advanced Earned Value Management
• Enterprise dashboards, monthly reports and KPIs that deliver early warnings
• Quick out-of-the-box usability
• Close the loop between estimating and project controls
• Graphical variance analysis
• Supported by project controls experts in the field!

Request
an online
demonstration
Call us at +31 (0)78 62 00 910
or send an email to		
contact@costengineering.eu

Learn more about Cleopatra Enterprise?
This brochure has been downloaded at www.costmanagement.eu. Visit
our website for more information on Cleopatra Enterprise.

